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L’ Dipper & WKLT Series
Fixtures
Safety & Instruction Sheet

GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
WARNING! Read and understand these entire instructions before proceeding.
WARNING! Disconnect fixture from electrical supply before initial lamp installation, relamping, or servicing for any reason.
WARNING! Risk of electrical shock or fire; this fixture must be grounded for safe operation.
WARNING! Do not expose fixture to rain, or use in wet locations. This fixture is rated for dry or damp locations only.
WARNING! This fixture is a source of intense heat and is not intended for residential use. If fixture is hot, allow to cool before relamping.
WARNING! Do not operate fixture with damaged cord, wires, lamp or electrical parts.
WARNING! Do not operate fixture with missing or damaged lamp or lens.
WARNING! Do not operate fixture at any voltage (or frequency, if applicable) other than that indicated on the fixture label.
NOTICE! Do not operate fixture with any lamp other than that which is indicated on the fixture label.
WARNING! Do not operate HID (CDM) fixture on a dimmable circuit.
NOTICE! HID (CDM) lamp life and performance can be greatly reduced by operating lamp for periods of time less than 2 minutes.
CAUTION! Do not allow materials to come in contact with hot lamp. Protect lamp from abrasions and scratches.
NOTICE! The fixtures may emit some degree of smoke when they are first energized. This is normal, and the duration and the
amount of smoke is dependent upon the wattage of the lamp used. After the initial "burn in" period, the fixtures will no longer smoke.
Lamp Replacement:
1. WARNING! Unplug the fixture and allow it to cool down enough to safely handle. Open the lamp compartment by gently lifting the
lens door latch (Worklite) or unscrewing the knurled knobs (L’ Dipper).
2. Remove lamp by holding the lamp base and pulling it straight out of the socket. Take the new lamp and push it into the socket
until it seats completely. Failure to properly seat the lamp will result in premature lamp or socket failure. NOTICE! Touching the glass
portion of the lamp with your skin may result in premature lamp failure.
3. Close the lens door and make sure that the latch is firmly seated (Worklite) or the knurled knobs are screwed in completly (L’
Dipper).
Lens Cleaning and Replacement:
1. WARNING! Unplug the fixture and allow it to cool down enough to safely handle. Open the lamp compartment door.
2. Clean the lens using a soft cloth and a cleaner that will not leave a residue (some cleaners leave something behind that can
smoke or burn, ruining the lens). Allow the lens to dry.
3. Close the lens door.
Color Frame Holder Accessory Kit Attachment (WORKLITE only):
1. WARNING! Unplug the fixture and allow it to cool down enough to safely handle. With a Phillips head screwdriver, loosen the 4
screws on the left and right side of the lens door approximately 1-1/2 turns.
2. Install the left and right color frame holders by placing the large openings of the keyhole slots over the screw heads and sliding
down such that the narrow part of the keyhole slots are located behind the screw heads. Note: insure that the bottom of the color
frame holders are installed toward the lens door hinge.
3. Retighten the 4 Phillips head screws.
Barn Door Accessory Kit Attachment (WORKLITE only):
1. WARNING! Unplug the fixture and allow it to cool down enough to safely handle.
2. Install the left and right barn door leaves by placing the barn door mounting brackets over the 2 predrilled holes on each side of
the fixture and securing with the 4- 6-32x1/4 sheetmetal screws included the the kit. Attach the barn door leaves to the barn door
mounting brackets with 4- 6-32x3/8 machine screws and 4- 6-32 flex locknuts. Tighten the locknuts until just snug so barn doors
with remain positioned as desired.
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